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Lyric Grabber is a program that lets you quickly and easily search and download lyrics for your favorite songs. With the simple and convenient search options, you can find lyrics to any song and save the output to a text file. Lyric Grabber Screenshot: You can easily figure out what an application such as Lyric Grabber does just by reading its name. Its purpose is to provide you with a simple and fast way to find lyrics
for your favorite songs, which can really come in handy during karaoke sessions. Cross-platform support and straightforward looks Written in Python, the application is compatible with all the major platforms and is deployed within a lightweight package, so as to leave a small footprint on your system. In the attempt to keep things as simple as possible, the application's interface focuses on ease of use. As such, it
displays all the available options in an organized manner within a single window with a minimalistic look. Ease of use and export possibilities As for the usage, the intuitive options and the forthlight look make it a pleasure to work with. Your only task is to fill in the name of the artist and the desired song. When pressing the 'Grab' button, the application looks for a match online and in an instant it displays the lyrics
within its main window. The text can be easily copied to the clipboard, but there is an additional option that enables you to save them directly to a plain text file on your computer. Your own search tool for lyrics Lyric Grabber can help you find and fetch lyrics faster and easier, without having to look them up online using a search engine. You can use it to grab lyrics for virtually any song you like and save the output
to a text file to enrich your lyrics catalog. Lyric Grabber Description: Lyric Grabber is a program that lets you quickly and easily search and download lyrics for your favorite songs. With the simple and convenient search options, you can find lyrics to any song and save the output to a text file. You can easily figure out what an application such as Lyric Grabber does just by reading its name. Its purpose is to provide
you with a simple and fast way to find lyrics for your favorite songs, which can really come in handy during karaoke sessions. Cross-platform support and straightforward looks Written in Python, the application is compatible with all the major platforms and is deployed within a lightweight package, so as to leave a small
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+ Python-based application for lyrics, written in PyQt5 + Cross-platform and easily installable + Full compatibility with Windows, Linux and Mac OS + Light-weight - less than 10 MB of dependencies + Up to 60,000 titles + Search option to find more lyrics from other sources + Multiple storage locations (clipboard, temporary file) + Save the lyrics to a file to use them offline (even with multiple entries) + Public
lyrics directory to enable collaborative work between users + More than 1000 thanks to community-driven project + Ease of use + Shortcut available to start it quickly + User-friendly menu with common actions General: Lyric Grabber is a simple, lightweight application written in Python, which helps you find lyrics for your favorite songs, providing you with a quick and easy way to find the most relevant results.
The program is compatible with all the major platforms, and is deployed within a lightweight package. It allows you to import titles from files or online sources, search for songs, and download the lyrics directly from the Internet or copy them to the clipboard. If you like the lyrics, you can save them to a text file for offline use or make a permanent copy to the clipboard, which can be quickly and easily copied to the
system. The application includes a set of options that allows you to customize its features and functionality, which include: - Full compatibility with Windows, Linux and Mac OS - Support for advanced and thorough searches - A set of text file locations to find lyrics - A prompt to save the output to a text file - Support for network shares as well as a public lyrics directory - Quick search option to quickly find more
lyrics from other sources - Downloading the lyrics from the Internet - Importing lyrics from files and online sources - Copy lyrics to the clipboard - Customize the shortcuts to make them available faster and easier - Visualization and customization of the GUI - Sharing of your favorites with other users - Customizable main window - Easy to add and use menus - Information panel - A stylish and customizable light-
weight interface - Add custom lyrics - Allowed to add new languages - Allowed to add search results for specific sites - Download the lyrics directly from an online source (Google, YouTube, etc.) - Automatically downloads lyrics for any queries - The easiest way to quickly find more lyrics from different sources - Settings and options - Easy to use - User-

What's New In?

'Lyric Grabber' is a music app specially designed to help you find the right lyrics for any song you want to sing. The application searches automatically online, and if you are lucky, the text will be right there within its window. It is also possible to grab lyrics from the memory of your favorite music player. You will be asked to enter a specific song, and from there you will be able to save the lyrics from any track. Once
you have the text of your choice, you can even copy it directly to the clipboard and save it to a plain text file. The application can be integrated into virtually any music player as a plugin, allowing you to access lyrics whenever and wherever you want. Help is always at hand You can also use the application in a tutorial mode, enabling you to get acquainted with its features and functions, before turning it into the
ultimate lyrics fetcher. Furthermore, the developers of the app have also designed a very simple tutorial to help you learn how to use it. The application can be easily extended by its users, who can contribute to the creation of additional songs and lyrics. Description: Lyric Grabber is an application specially designed to help you find the right lyrics for any song you want to sing. It uses a simple and fast algorithm to
look for the lyrics from online sources and from any music player you have installed. You can easily integrate the application into any music player, and it will display the lyrics while you are singing, so that you won't need to look them up every time you want to sing. At any time, you can simply copy the lyrics to the clipboard and save them to a plain text file. The application can be also easily extended by its users,
who can contribute to the creation of new songs and lyrics. Also, it is possible to add new lyrics and create new songs from scratch, and you can share lyrics with your friends by sharing them directly to your favorite social network account. Among the key features of Lyric Grabber are: • Support for lyrics from online sources. • Ability to grab lyrics from any music player. • Ability to save the lyrics directly to a plain
text file. • Ability to export the lyrics to a text file. • Simple and intuitive interface. • Help is always at hand. • Built-in tutorial. • Support for multiple languages. • Built-in saving function. • Easy integration into any music player. • Ability to quickly find lyrics for any song you want. • Built-in tutorial. • Built-in option to copy lyrics to the clipboard. • Built-in option to export lyrics to a
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System Requirements:

Minimum System Requirements OS: Windows 7/8.1 (32-bit or 64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3-4xx/AMD Phenom II X2xx Memory: 4 GB RAM Video: Intel HD 4000 / AMD HD 5000 or better DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended System Requirements Processor: Intel Core i5-44xx/AMD FX
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